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Bus ticket adventures
I had just gotten out of the Minneapolis 
airport after a long transatlantic flight. 
I got on a city bus and tried to figure out 
where to cancel the bus ticket, as the 
driver watched silently. There was a black 
box with various buttons and slots. 
I didn’t know what to do. Finally the 
patient bus driver pointed to a slot on the 
top of the box. “Right there,” he said.

I made the international “phooo” sound, 
put the ticket in, and nothing happened. 
“You’ve got it catawampus*,” he said. 
“Ufff,” I said. Luckily, we both speak 
American English, so I knew that he meant 
it was turned with the wrong side up.

I turned the ticket over, so that the 
back was now the front, and tried it again. 
Nothing happened. “Now you’ve got it 
do-si-do*,” he said. “Tssss,” I said, but 

luckily, we both know American square-
dancing terms, so I knew that he meant 
it was turned the wrong way, this time 
upside-down. 

I turned the ticket around, and finally 
it went into the mechanism and made 
little chewing noises. “Hooray!” I said. 

I felt really embarrassed, but at least now 
we could all get started on our little trip 
together. I looked down the entire length of 
the long bus, ready to apologize to all the 
other passengers for my stupid delay. 

There was absolutely no one there – 
the bus was completely empty.

Gas station horrors
My sister’s problem was similar. We had 
just loaded up her car with clothes, 
cameras, food, stuffed animals, 
umbrellas, Cokes, magazines, running 

shoes, the iPod, and a book. Our proudly 
smiling parents had taken our picture 
and cheered as we backed out of the 
driveway. We were a little nervous, but 
we were on our way! At the very start of 
what would be a 4,000 km trip!

We’d gone about 0.00008 of a km when 
we made our first stop: at a gas station, to 
fill up the empty tank. Barb pulled ahead 
to the farther pump on the little “island,” 
and suddenly looked stricken. “Oh my 
gosh*,” she said. “I can’t remember which 
side of the car my tank is on.” She opened 
her door and looked back. “Oh, no, I think 
it’s on the other side,” she said, and she 
went forward and turned right, going 
around the far end of the island. She 
stopped the car beside a pump on the other 
side of the island and got out, walking 
briskly to the back of the car.
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She came right back. “Oh for 
heaven’s sake*,” she said, “it’s still on 
the wrong side!”

She got back in the car and pulled 
around the other end of the island and 
advanced straight ahead. Now we were 
right back where we had started! It was 
like one of those horror movies where you 
keep running away and end up right back 
at the beginning.

Our solution, of course, was to burst 
into laughter. Was this the way the 
whole trip was going to go?

Barb looked behind us, prepared for 
angry looks of the other customers. There 
was absolutely no one there. She popped 
the car into reverse, backed all the way 
to the start of the island, and this time 
pulled forward on the other side. 

Well, by now you know that we made it 
– we traveled 4,000 km from Minneapolis 
in the north to the Gulf of Mexico in the 
south, and back again, all in three weeks. 
It was a great trip. 

And I’m happy to say these were the 
worst problems we had the whole time. 
Except for that day in New Orleans when 
we got separated and lost because... but 
that’s a story for another day.
mary matz (USA)

 VoCabulary 

to cancel ["k&ns(@)l] – označit 
(jízdenku)

slot – otvor, štěrbina
chewing [tSu;wIN] – chroustavé 
upside-down – vzhůru nohama
to load up [l@Ud] – naložit
stuffed [stVft] – plyšový
to cheer [tSI@] – mávat
to back out – couvat
tank [t&Nk] – nádrž
stricken ["strIk(@)n] – zaraženě
briskly – rázně
advanced straight ahead – jela 

přímo vpřed

to burst into laughter [b@;st] – 
propuknout v smích, rozesmát se

popped the car into reverse 
 [rI"v@;s] – zařadila zpátečku

 language poinT 

The verb “to pull” is used to 
describe the movement of the car 
here. “Pulled ahead” and “pulled 
forward” both refer to driving 
forward. And when Barb “pulled 
around” the little island with pumps, 
it means she turned right and drove 
around the end of the little island in 
order to get to the other side.

 bre x ame 

got (past participle of “get”) (BrE) – 
gotten (AmE)

petrol station (BrE) – gas station 
(AmE)

travelled (past tense of “travel”) 
(BrE) – traveled (AmE)

 glossary 

visual-spatial relationship 
problem – people with such 
troubles can’t “see” where objects 
should go together in a small 

space. An informal, fun way to say this is 
“how to put the something (object) where 
(in the space).

catawampus [kat a WAM pus] – a colloquial 
expression meaning turned in some kind 
of wrong position

do-si-do [doe see doe] – in American 
square-dancing (= folk dancing in which 
couples form squares) it is the name of the 
position in which two people face each 
other, pass around each other back-to-
back, and return to the original position

my gosh – used to express surprise or give 
emphasis

for heaven’s sake – used to express surprise 
or shock
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